Tourism range
NAVIGO T • ULYSO T

www.otokareurope.com

YOUR PARTNER TO TAKE YOU FAR

 
€117 million invested in R&D
over 10 years

 
Over 200 engineers
 
More than 2,150 employees
 
A production capacity of

12,600 vehicles per year including
5,000 buses

 
Production site in Sakarya,
Turkey

 
Site surface area: 552,000 m2
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From design to after-sales,
a winning vision of service!
As a partner to transport companies operating in
the public and defence sectors, Otokar applies the
highest standards when it comes to the reliability,
safety and robustness of its vehicles.
In compliance with international standards, Otokar has a test
laboratory where it carries out mechanical and climatic testing
and simulations of the most complex real world conditions.
Based in Roissy, France, Otokar Europe aims to create lasting
ties with its clients by providing them with the most effective
services:
• direct distribution of its entire range of coaches and buses
throughout France;
• support for the entire European distributor network;
• a European spare parts and customer service centre.
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NAVIGO T

Compactness

Travel with total peace of mind

Compact, narrow width vehicle
Comfortable
Flexible configuration
2 lengths to meet all your needs
7.80 m and 8.45 m
Up to 35 passengers

Whether for the holiday of a lifetime or just a trip to town:
the Otokar Tourism range is perfect for every type of getaway.
Comfort, safety and the joys of driving all come together
to provide a unique experience for passengers and drivers
alike. With its flexible configuration, you’ll have no problem
finding the model that meets your needs in terms of capacity,
features, and interior fittings.
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129 kW (180 hp) / 1200 rpm
EURO 6

ULYSO T
Comfort

Driveability
Integral structure
Large luggage compartment
Flat floor
10.10 m
Up to 43 passengers
233 kW (320 hp) / 2300 rpm
EURO 6
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NAVIGO T
Compact and manoeuvrable, perfectly adapted to any environment
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 Compact, narrow width vehicle

NAVIGO T

 Comfortable

7.80 m and 8.45 m

 Flexible configuration

Up to 35 passengers

 2 lengths to meet all your needs

129 kW (180 hp) / 1200 rpm
EURO 6

7.80 m and 8.45 m

Compact, efficient, and with the advantage
of low operating costs, the Navigo T is an ideal
transportation solution for up to 35 passengers.
Easy to manoeuvre.

Up to 35 passengers

Planning a trip to an old town and worried about narrow
roads? Worry no more with the Navigo T - the bus specially
designed for easy manoeuvrability in any situation.

You choose the size.
Accessible for passengers
with reduced mobility

Why end up with a vehicle that seats 50 passengers, when
you only need to transport 35?
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The features on board the NAVIGO T ensure that both
medium and long journeys are equally enjoyable
A model for interior comfort.
Some people enjoy watching the scenery passing by; others need
entertainment whilst their journey unfolds. The Navigo T caters to both,
being fully-equipped and at a high level of comfort:
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1. Navigo T 8.45 m

3. LED light signature

2. Individual reading lights

4. Tray table with USB charging ports (optional)
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NAVIGO T
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Full driver comfort.
The Navigo T driver's area is both ergonomic and
functional to ensure drivers feel at ease behind the
wheel. Comfort is also a priority:
• Pneumatic seats with armrests
• Adjustable steering column
•
Safe and easy driving that provides the driver with
greater comfort
• Latest generation security systems (emergency braking,
lane departure warning)
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5. Seats with leather headrests
6. Pneumatic seat with armrest
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ULYSO T
Destination: comfort and safety
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Elegance and comfort

ULYSO T

Driveability

10.10 m

Integral structure

Up to 43 passengers

Large luggage compartment

233 kW (320 hp) / 2300 rpm

Flat floor

	
EURO 6

10.10 m

WC
Optional WC

Optional
lift platform

Designed to undertake any type of journey
(short trip, tour, long distances etc.), the Ulyso T
demonstrates its adaptability to both your journey
and your budget.
Safety on all roads.
The Ulyso T is fitted with latest generation security systems
(emergency braking, lane departure warning). In addition to
its impressive handling, the Ulyso T can also deal with any
road conditions, in style, no questions asked.
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Travelling on board the ULYSO T
means comfort takes centre stage
Feels like home.
The Ulyso T has been designed to make both short and long journeys
easy. Passengers can use the travel time to relax in front of a film or box
set, thanks to the on-board entertainment system. Peckish or thirsty?
Head to the kitchenette where you will find a fridge and kettle.

Exceptional comfort.
Faced with a long journey? Need to rest before reaching the destination?
Passengers benefit from comfortable reclining seats, fitted with leather
headrests and footrests. At the simple touch of a button on their seat,
a sideways sliding mechanism means passengers benefit from greater
comfort and more space.
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Primed to do well.
The Ulyso T offers a large luggage capacity (5.1 m3) and guarantees low
operating costs. It also comes with an attachment for a trailer hitch as well
as four anchor points for fitting a ski carrier.
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1. Large luggage capacity: 5.1 m3
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2. Entertainment screen for passengers
3. Ulyso T with optional lift platform
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ULYSO T
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Driving pleasure…
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Otokar's aim is to ensure drivers enjoy their experience,
with a high level of comfort guaranteeing easy, safe
driving:
• Functional, ergonomic and spacious driver's area
• 4-spoke leather steering wheel
• Dashboard with visor to prevent glare
• Pneumatic seats with armrests
• Adjustable steering column

5. Seats with leather headrests
6. Driver's area with pneumatic seat
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The Otokar Europe
Service:
your vehicles in expert hands
throughout their life cycle.

24
24/7 assistance
We are always on hand to provide you with assistance. If
you break down or are involved in an accident, you can
call Otokar's 24/7 Breakdown Assistance line.
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MyOtokar
The app that helps you get the best from
your vehicle.
Available on Google Play and the AppStore, it offers a
range of features including geolocation for European
service points, video tutorials on using your vehicles, an
interactive description of each dashboard, activation of
Otokar's 24/7 Breakdown Assistance service, etc.

After-Sales network

European distributors and dealers
Service Points network

More than 27,800 replacement parts
permanently in stock in the central
European store,
guaranteeing excellent availability of original parts,
bodywork components and glazing.
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Tourism range

Otokar Europe SAS
24-26 rue du Noyer B.P.41
Parc Les Scientifiques De Roissy Lot A-3
95700 Roissy-en-France
The manufacturer reserves the right to modify any visual or technical aspect of this brochure. Any information provided in this document may be subject to changes
following publication. The illustrations featured may depict optional extras, or some of the full espace options for the vehicles concerned.
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www.otokareurope.com
Follow us on

